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EDITORIAL
The article on Australian Titan TD1s in the last issue went down well with
many readers and an additional photograph has come to light thanks to Harold
Peers, shown on page 7. Australia is again in the news in this issue following Keith
Bowden’s appeal to save a rare Tiger TS11c from Melbourne, though unfortunately
there have been no “nibbles” leading to saving it. However, following further
research, we do now know what a “Drop Ender” looks like and several of these can
be found in this issue.
The Leyland Society Gathering was a slightly quieter event than usual though
this gave more opportunity to chat to members two of whom offered some excellent
and rare lorry photographs for us to put in Torque and share with other members.
The first of these was Peter Kenrick and some of his collection can be found in
“Leyland Lorries for Loads” in this issue. There are a few more to come and these
will depict some of the Leylands bought by Frank Bilsborrow, Farington, who bought
Shop Wagons from Leyland Motors. Does any reader have any pictures of these,
or know what happened to them? I went to Frank’s yard on a few occasions and he
always had some interesting Leyland items – including a complete bonnet dating
from 1913, still in grey primer, from a Leyland ST 30hp. It changed hands for £10
and went straight onto my 1913 Wellingborough double-decker bus! At that time he
was organising an auction of his stuff which included a Rolls Royce Merlin engine,
painted yellow, which went for a considerable sum! There must be more stories to
tell relating to items that were purchased from Leyland Motors by this scrapyard?
Next year, 2016, will represent 120 years since the official start of Leyland
Motors. It is therefore planned to hold a special event (date yet to be fixed) to
celebrate and we are currently talking to Leyland Trucks with a view to holding the
event at the factory, possibly with some access to the factory, though of course there
won’t be any production taking place as it will be a weekend.

Editor
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
Please note that this is the last magazine that you will receive if you have not
renewed your membership for 2015/16. A reminder will be enclosed with this issue
of Torque so, if you have not already done so, renew as soon as possible. Please
also complete the new and replacement Gift Aid form so that we can update our
records and return it to John Howie by return – Thank you. (Note that we no longer
issue membership cards as they served very little purpose and cost a lot of time and
money)

LEYLAND SOCIETY AGM (Sunday 15th Nov, 2015)
This year’s AGM is to be held on Sunday 15th November at 1.30pm at our
old venue, the Coventry Motor Museum, now refurbished, again . Please come to
the meeting, particularly if you have not been to an AGM before, they are friendly
gatherings and you will be most welcome. It would be good to see some new faces
this year, in addition to our regulars who appear virtually every year; we very much
appreciate your support. Light refreshments (cup of tea/coffee/biscuits) will be
served “on the house”. We have arranged for a talk, to follow the AGM, by Ray
Ashworth, Managing Director of DAF Trucks Ltd, Thame, on his career which
began at Leyland and then within the DAF organisation so, do come and join us.

LEYLAND SOCIETY JOURNAL
In the last issue of Torque we made an appeal for help to produce our annual
Journal, but the response has been poor. This year’s Journal is running late and, if
we don’t get any help, you may not see one next year! We need someone who
can pull it all together – to liaise with the authors to ensure timely production of
the magazine. You don’t have to write the articles, all that is needed is someone to
do the proof reading, correcting any grammatical errors and ensuring that it is all
produced to a consistent format, also liaising with our lady who puts it into InDesign
to do the page-making/artwork.
So, if you want to see the Journal each year, could you please come forward
to take on some of the responsibility for producing the Journal? Otherwise the result
is likely to be – no help, no Journal! You will get a lot of assistance and support
and should contact Mike Sutcliffe (email and phone number in the front of Torque).
Thank you.

2015 MEMENTO BADGE
This year’s Gathering memento is based on the Leyland Tiger Cub badge
and it is probably the most pleasing of all the badges we have produced. It is a
brilliant replica of one of the most attractive badges produced by Leyland Motors.
The price is the same as previous badges, at £7.00
including post & packing, and is available from
David Berry – please note his new address on the
inside front cover of Torque, or via our website,
www.leylandsociety.co.uk.
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(All photos by Gary Dwyer)

As we move through June towards the Gathering date, one’s eyes inevitably
turn to the weather forecast to see what Mother Nature has in store for us over the
coming weekend! The preceding week had some good weather with long sunny
spells and little rain but the forecast for the weekend did not look good. As we were
back at Leyland this year for our event, a little nervousness crept in as we have had
some rather wet events in years gone by! Did we escape the rain? Well, not quite!
The morning of the Gathering began rather overcast with some grey clouds
around but there were signs of clearing skies. The arrival of entrants soon settled
down to a steady pace and this allowed us the time to park vehicles in a more relaxed
formation than previous years on the same site. The total number of Leylands
brought along by Society members was lower this year and totalled 18 vehicles,
consisting of 7 lorries and 10 buses. A new landmark that would have cheered entrants
driving into Leyland town centre from the M6 junction on a gloomy morning was
the sight of a Leyland fire engine proudly displayed
A magnificent line up of
in a glass enclosure at the Best Western Hotel. The
lorries from the William
vehicle, registered DTB 152 was new to Lancashire
Hunter collection attended
County Fire Brigade and looks magnificent in its new
the Gathering this year.
surroundings.
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This group of entries to the Gathering show the wide variety of Leyland buses and lorries
produced by the company throughout its history.

The number of lorries attending this year was boosted by some vehicles from
the late William Hunter Collection and it is good to see those vehicles still attending
public events. One interesting restoration was a 1963 Leyland Badger tractor unit
which had been restored into original factory primer which is how it really would have
left the factory all those years ago. In the modern times of vehicles being finished
in gloss colours at the factory, it is easy to forget that older vehicles were painted
in operator’s colours either by the dealer before delivery or even by the operator
themselves! The Leyland Hippo of John Kerr was a much admired exhibit and he
was kept busy most of the day talking to admirers and answering their questions on
his restoration. Other regular attendees were David Wrigglesworth with his O.350
engined Comet 90 and David Green who brought along his Beaver timber carrier
with drawbar trailer.

The oldest and newest passenger vehicles at the Gathering make an interesting contrast,
demonstrating the advances in vehicle design over the 51 years that separate their
production.
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The range of buses and coaches brought along to the event was very
varied, some of which had travelled long distances to the event. Keith Severn of
Pembury, Kent brought his recently completed LT5A Lion together with his PD2/1,
both finished in Lytham St. Annes livery. The normal control single deck exhibits
were completed by the Comet coach with Duple body of Terry Ellin, making the
journey from Sheffield. Later single deck passenger models produced by Leyland
were forward control designs and these were represented by the Wigan Corporation
Royal Tiger of Harold Heaton from Leigh and the newest vehicle in the display, the
TL11-engined Tiger of Jones International Coaches of Llandeilo who now own this
particular vehicle for the second time! Bus companies local to the Leyland area were
represented by the Harrington-bodied L2 Leopard operated by Ribble and recently
restored by David Prescott, accompanied by the Fowler-bodied AN68 Atlantean
originally new to Fishwicks of Leyland, still in their livery but now in the care of
Mark Hayes. The large operators in the northwest were regular Leyland customers,
particularly Manchester who were represented by Janet Stephenson’s PD2/3 and an
open top Atlantean AN68/1R of the SELNEC Preservation Society.
Once again, a big “thank you” to the vehicle owners for bringing their vehicles
and we hope you all enjoyed the day. Thanks also to the British Commercial Vehicle
Museum for hosting the event. If you have any feedback, positive or negative, we
would be pleased to hear from you so that we can bear it in mind when planning any
future events.

Proudly displayed at the Best Western Hotel near Leyland town centre is this fire engine new
to Lancashire County Fire Brigade, registered DTB 152
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The FTCC Technology Demonstration Vehicle
Leyland Trucks has successfully completed a research project delivering an
unladen weight saving of 500kg for a 12,000kg [GVW] distribution vehicle. The
aim of the project was to research and develop a new Future Truck Chassis Concept
[FTCC] to provide significant improvement in vehicle payload, thus leading to lower
fuel consumption and lower CO2 emissions while utilising the cab and driveline
components from the latest DAF LF vehicle. This research project was co-funded
by the British Government’s Innovate UK [formerly the Technology Strategy Board]
low carbon vehicle programme with Leyland Trucks leading the project along with
partners, Sapa Profiles UK, who supplied the new aluminum extrusions, whilst
Canadian Standards Association Group conducted vehicle and rig-based testing.
Aluminum plays a key part in the FTCC’s design, not only was it used for
the frame ladder but also for parts of the front suspension, the floor of the body
and the front underrun protection. The concept also includes two newly patented
chassis design innovations. First, the front underrun protection is mounted on a
patented front frame module. This is attached to the side members, which don’t go
to the front of the vehicle thus allowing optimal packaging. The second is the body
floor structure; this is integrated in the chassis frame design, by incorporating the
body sub frame into the main chassis side members. Additionally, the Technology
Demonstration vehicle includes additional advanced features such as independent
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front air suspension with rack and pinion steering which allowed Leyland Trucks’
engineers to evaluate its benefits in terms of ride quality, steering precision and
vehicle packaging improvements.
Now the project is completed, the proof of concept demonstration vehicle will
be exhibited to demonstrate PACCAR’s commitment in developing highly efficient
commercial vehicles for the future. This research project is a small step along the
road to producing more efficient commercial vehicles.

Following the article in the last issue of Torque, Harold Peers has sent us this
lovely picture of what is presumably the Pope & Mason, Double Bay (also stated to
be from Rose Bay), Titan, chassis 70798, when new. It differs from the others by
having a double lifeguard and sloping number box indicator. If it was that vehicle, it
was shipped from Leyland on 23rd August 1929 and would have arrived in Australia
in October 1929. It was registered m/o.755, later becoming no.7, m/o.1007, in the
New South Wales Government Department of Road Transport & Tramways fleet,
in February 1933, lasting with them until withdrawn in April 1947. The only other
unidentified Titan is the White Transit, Willoughby (north of the river), TD1, one of
two ordered by FK Bardsley, Cronulla but sold to White Transit on arrival, the order
being substituted for chassis 71175, delivered about six weeks later. We could really
do with finding a picture of this TD1 owned by White!
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We normally include a number of photos by Peter Davies in most issues of Leyland
Torque but this time we have photos from a range of photographers, from Peter
Kenrick’s collection. The vehicles are seen in general haulage use and date from the
1930s to 1950s. They are photographed in many different locations and the street
furniture is a good record of a bygone era. Although the picture quality is not as
high as we would normally try to maintain, these pictures are significant so we have
decided to include them and we hope you enjoy the variety.
Once again, Malcolm Wilford has managed to identify some of these with chassis
numbers by trawling through his extensive chassis records and we thank Malcolm
for his time doing that. Gary Dwyer has kindly added extra information and prepared
the article for Leyland Torque.

Leyland goods chassis were normally fitted with cabs built in-house so this
example with a coachbuilt cab, in this case from Boalloy, is a rare vehicle. This
Beaver 12.B/1, chassis number 482630, was operated by H & R Ainscough of
Burscough and carried registration JTE 148 and was probably re-cabbed in
the 1950s.
(Peter Kenrick)
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This Leyland TSW Hippo, registered EGJ 902, was probably on its second career when it
was photographed, believed to be in the 1960s. It was well loaded with fairground equipment
but looks to be in good condition despite its age.
(Peter Kenrick)

A typical English country backdrop to this Leyland Octopus 22.O/1 tanker of Bulwark
Transport of Chippenham. It had chassis no.504311, line no.537 and was delivered new to
this operator in September 1950, registered GWV 91.
(Arthur Ingram)
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A very smart Leyland Octopus 22.O4A belonging to Forth Road Services which was carrying
a neatly sheeted load. It was new in March 1955 with registration number GWG 89 and
fleet number 150.
(Arthur Ingram)

This 1933 Leyland TC9 Beaver was photographed at Liverpool Corporation’s Green Lane
depot in 1970 fitted with an AEC radiator. It was preserved by Tom Hollis Coaches carrying
registration DM 400 (not DM 440) as sometimes reported. Where is it now? (Peter Kenrick)
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An articulated normal control Leyland TC14A Beaver, registered GPK 554 in 1938, coupled
to a single axle trailer with streamlined bodywork. It was photographed in the London area
with WB Dick & Co, transporting electrical oils.
(Arthur Ingram)

Beresford Transport of Stoke on Trent were the operators of this 1950s Beaver tractor
unit, registered 241 KVT, when it was photographed delivering to a building site in Crosby,
Liverpool in early 1970.
(Peter Kenrick)
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William Thomson was the owner of this Leyland Rebuilt RAF Type which was believed
to have been delivering to the pub next door when it was photographed at an unknown
location in Yorkshire in the 1930s.
(CVTRC Collection)

This Leyland Octopus TEW8T, chassis no. 14230, was new in March 1937 to J. Summers
& Sons of Stoke on Trent carrying registration no. EVT 153. It was photographed in the
livery of G. L. Scott & Co. of Ellesmere Port.
(R. Barrington)
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Chris Miller took delivery of this Leyland BeaverTSC9, chassis no. 11865, in August 1936
with registration no.RN 8017. It was carrying a full load of barrels, nicely sheeted when it
was photographed in Derby Road, Liverpool.
(Arthur Ingram)

This 1956 Leyland Steer 16.S/3, line no.90, chassis no.562990, was new in December 1956
to AA Taylor & Sons, registered 823 ATJ. It looked very smart when photographed pulling
a drawbar trailer, including a large Leyland logo on the cab door!
(Peter Davies)
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234. Experimental cab units
Bob Smith provides further details regarding these experimental Cab Units.
Park Royal built the fibreglass cab shown which was not an exact copy of the Sankey
steel cab. Details from the Park Royal Sales Ledger are:
Body No. B53345; Construction - Fibreglass; Description - Ergonomic Cab;
Customer - Leyland; Chassis - supplied unmounted; Delivery -10/65
A further batch of fibreglass Ergonomic cabs were ordered in the name of Park Royal
Vehicles but subsequently cancelled. These were Body Nos.B55282 to B55305
inclusive; Construction - Fibreglass; Description - Ergonomic Cab; Customer
- Park Royal Vehicles; Chassis - suitable for mounting either AEC or Leyland;
Delivery - cancelled.

242. Danish State Railways, PD2/3
Martin Weyell informs us that the Aalholm Automobil Museum was in
Aalholm Castle, just west of Nysted, but it closed in either 2007 or 2008 depending
on which website you read. The contents were auctioned off in August 2012 but the
websites only mention cars and no buses so, did the PD2 survive?

247. Lancashire United, Titan TD7s
Harold Peers suggests that all highbridge Leyland bodied TD7s had a
double-pane rear upper deck emergency window. However, in the 1940-2 period,
all lowbridge bodied TD7s retained the earlier single-pane arrangement. Ignoring
the Birmingham TD6cs, the final batch of streamlined TD5s supplied to Manchester
Corporation also had the double-pane feature, but with conventional rather than
S-shaped guttering, presumably to facilitate painting the roof a different colour.

250. Leyland Landtrain
Michael

Crookes

had asked for photographs
or other information relating to Leyland Landtrains
to assist with his model
making. We now have a
few snapshots taken by
Ross Barrington and it is
hoped to publish them
soon. Here is a taste of
what’s to come, a Scammell
badged Landtrain in the
Falklands.
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251. Burton Tailoring
No responses have been received regarding the Leyland Comet. Can anyone
provide information on any other Burton vehicles? – eg. this magnificent Leyland
Lioness Six LTB1, UA 9700, – could that be a Gardner Diesel badge at the bottom
of the radiator – Oh dear!

(BCVMT L021186a)

252. North Western PD2/10 ) No comments yet on
253. Field Artillery Tractors ) these three items
254. Bouts Bros, Leylands )
255. Leyland Motors Day Continuation School
In June 1921 Leyland Torque reported that The Leyland Motors Day
Continuation School had awarded its first ‘Engineer- Apprentice Scholarship,
which tested 17 year-olds’ knowledge of mathematics, mechanics & physics and
mechanical drawing. The following headed the list – S Markland, L Fairhurst,
J Watson, A Hosker, EW Wright, W Clarke and TM Halliday. The top boy was
awarded the first scholarship; the next six were eligible to attend for a further year
after which two similar scholarships were to be awarded. Does anyone know of the
location of this original school and did any of those named later achieve prominence
within Leyland Motors?
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256. Potteries MT - Headlights
Mike Sutcliffe asks why Potteries MT mounted their headlamps much lower
than normal, sometimes with larger than usual lamps? (They also frequently had
rather ugly diamond pattern wire mesh grilles!). This not only applied to vehicles
bought new but also acquired vehicles, like this 1940 Leyland lowbridge bodied
Titan TD5, bought with the Associated Bus Companies Ltd fleet in 1944.

(OS – DS Giles)

257. Lancs United TD1s & LT5s
Peter Greaves has a couple of Lancashire United queries. He is looking for
pictures (preferably when new) of Leyland bodied TD1s 71172-74, 126-8, TF 33941, recorded as having Leyland L27/24R bodies, to establish
whether they had open or closed stairs. They are recorded
as open on delivery in 1/30 but this seems rather late for
them to be open. He would welcome any comments re
these and also any pictures of 226-33, TF 7383-90, LT5s,
chassis 234-41, with Roe B32F bodies, new 3/32.

258. Eastbourne Lion livery
Phil Thoms has kindly sent us copies he’s made
from period adverts. One Leyland series in 1927,
featuring the LSC Lion, was called “Lions on the
Prowl”. Advert No.6 depicted an Eastbourne LSC1, but
why was it apparently in an overall white livery? Were
there any other Eastbourne Leylands painted like this at
this time?
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259. A new (Australian) animal?
Bruce Macphee wonders if the long-wheelbase six-wheeler in Australia
(Torque No.63, page 45) was a ‘special order’ as Leyland did not list such a vehicle
between the demise of the Rhino in the early 1930s until the introduction of the
Super Hippo in 1948. If so did it have an ‘animal name’?

260. Macbeth Clutch
Peter Greaves recently came across a copy of a letter to Leyland Motors
from an operator who was having trouble with failures of ‘Macbeth Clutches’ fitted
to new TD7cs. Can anyone provide information as to what these were.

261. T Severn & Sons, Atlantean XWU 890G
Tony Hall asks why

Roe

bodied Atlantean

XWU 890G carried a Ley-

land - Albion badge (see
photograph). It has been
suggested that it was originally intended for Smith,
Barrhead, before they
ceased operating but the
dates don’t match. Smith
finished on 16th June 1968
(and normally used low
height vehicles), whereas
the Atlantean is recorded
new to Severn, Dunscroft
in January 1969.

Photo OS-Roy Marshall
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In the last issue of Torque we published an appeal from Brian Weedon, on
behalf of Keith Kings, to help in trying to save a rare Australian Leyland Tiger
TS11c, new to the Melbourne & Metropolitan Tramways Board. Thanks to Brian
and Peter Tulloch, we now have a few photographs to show what the vehicle looks
like and to establish just what a “Drop Ender” is. From a British point of view, the
arrangement of having a double seat on what is effectively a “double-decker type of
platform”, but with no staircase, seems rather odd but no doubt it was felt to be
appropriate in Melbourne – it probably provided a comfortable but draughty seat for
the conductor!
Brian has subsequently written an article on the Bourke Street bus experiment
and he has very kindly allowed us to extract some information for Torque. By 1937
the cable tramways along Bourke St were in need of replacement and the Chairman,
Hector Bell, suggested that the tramway lines should be converted for electric trams.
In the following year, he undertook an extensive overseas trip which resulted in a
change of plan. Bell departed for London, and subsequently visited Europe, Canada
and the United States, returning on 4th October that year. In England, Bell visited the
Leyland works, he was also impressed with London’s double-deck buses and
telegraphed from London directing that the Board immediately cease planning for
electric trams and directed that double-deck buses should be trialled in Bourke St to
replace the last remaining and now life expired cable trams.
The M&MT Board tendered for bus chassis in October 1938 and accepted a
tender from Leyland Motors for £122,000 for 25
MMTB No.132 was one of
a batch of 25 “droppies” double-deck and 60 single-deck chassis. As the Clifton
delivered in 1940. (Bus and Hill railway bridge was too low for double-deckers,
Coach Society of Victoria)
single-deckers would be used on runs through to
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A view of Bourke Street with no.225, an 8ft wide TD5c with Leyland “look-alike” body and
one of the Preston Workshops bodied OPS1s, no.366 - not a droppy.
(State Library of Victoria)

Northcote, and on the Nicholson Street route. There was to be a mixture of RTS8c,
TS11c and TD5c chassis. All would feature torque converters in lieu of conventional
gear boxes to ease the training requirements for the cable tram drivers who would
have had enough difficulty just in learning to manoeuvre the new buses. All would
have rear entrance platforms which, in theory, were designed for rapid loading and
unloading of passengers. The single-deckers were colloquially known as “droppies”
or “drop enders” and this design was probably unique within Australia. A new bus
garage was built in Nicholson Street behind the cable tram repair facility. The
contract with Leyland was later amended as the road under the bridge in Queens
Parade was lowered, now for 45 double-deck and 46 single-deck buses. 39 trees
were also lopped.
Further tenders were called for the bodies. One ’decker built by Leyland was
imported from England, apparently CKD, as a “specimen bus” by April 1939 and
the Board indicated that the tender specification would be based on the imported
vehicle. This bus was numbered 245 and was narrower than the others (presumably
7ft 6in), and the remaining ’deckers with wider bodies were to become 201-244. In
June, the Board had announced that three companies would build the remaining 44
bodies – 15 each by Martin & King and Cheetham & Borwick, with 14 by Lawton
in Adelaide, later amended to10 from Lawton and the other two companies 17 each.
The Lawton buses were driven from Adelaide to Melbourne in two batches of 5
vehicles in April and May of 1940 and the convoys took 3½ days to make the journey
to Melbourne.
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This view of TS11c No.153 clearly shows the unusual platform and seat.
(Bus and Coach Society of Victoria)

The initial batch of 25 single-deckers was bodied by the Tramways Board at
the Preston Workshops. A further 21 single-deckers were built by Martin & King
and Cheetham & Borwick, with two being built as late as 1947. One bus, number
364, was numbered out of sequence following one of the chassis being left on the
wharves in London for some time, presumably arriving after the Board had allocated
a block of fleet numbers to other buses. (There is another report of this chassis saying
that it was “the only
survivor of an order for 67
chassis due to not being
loaded in London onto a
ship which was sunk in
WW2.”
Can anybody
please tell us more about
another order / a ship being
sunk? – Ed)

There was a delay in
converting the cable
tramway to buses due to
the War and the Federal
Department of Supply
requiring conservation
One of two Tiger RTS8c buses also owned by Keith is MMTB of petrol and crude oil.
No.133 and these are also looking for a good home. (G Davey) It was suggested that the
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conversion be delayed
and that the buses be
stored until after the
war.
However, the
supply of cables for the
tramway was a problem
as
no
Australian
manufacturer had the
ability
to
produce
“tramway steel wire
ropes” of the length
required.
Rope had
been ordered from
England but the ship The surviving TS11c Drop Ender No.154, fitted also with a
carrying the cable was front entrance during its life with MMTB.
(G Davey)
sunk by enemy action
off the coast of Africa”. It was therefore decided to cease running the cable trams
and the last services ran at mid-evening on Saturday, 26th October 1940, thus ending
the era of 55 years of cable trams in Melbourne.
Almost three years after the conversion, the Board undertook a review of the
Bourke Street buses and this concluded “that the buses did not provide the speedy
service required; did not provide the necessary margins for traffic, despite the fact
that 28% more vehicles and crews were employed; they did not give the same
regularity and reliability that people were accustomed to with trams.” The report
favoured the introduction of electric trams “only 55 trams would be required, against
74 buses, and these trams would be operated at a lower power cost from local power
and could be manned with 28% less staff.” By 1945, the Board’s post-war plans
included construction of the Bourke Street electric tram lines. The plans were
approved by the National Works Council and the State Cabinet approved the
construction of the Bourke Street electric tram lines in February 1949. Post war
material shortages however significantly delayed the implementation of the project
and the Northcote route was finally completed in June 1955.
Robert Risson (later Sir Robert Risson) succeeded Hector Bell as Chairman
of the M&MTB. He said that “double-deckers had not pleased either the Bourke
Street passengers or their crews and all new buses being bought by the Board were
now single-deck types.” These included 30 Leyland Tiger OPS4s with an overall
length of slightly more than 33 feet (the last Leylands purchased by the M&MTB for
over two decades) followed by AEC Regals. The Titans were phased out of the fleet
between 1953 and 1955, with the droppy Tigers following soon afterwards, though
by that time some had been converted to dual entrance, including TS11c No.154.
This therefore concluded the operations of the Drop Enders, though there is no doubt
more to be told on the subject of other Leylands in Melbourne ? (No doubt on another
occasion, who can help with this please? - Ed)
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Initial Bourke Street bus fleet
Bus Nos.
Qty
Chassis
Builder
Seats
New
120-144
25
Leyland RTS8c
M&MTB
B31R
1940
145-151
8
Leyland TS11c
C&B
B31R
1940
152-158
7
Leyland TS11c
M&K
B31R
1940
159
1
Leyland RTS8c
C&B
B31R
1943
160
1
Leyland RTS8c
M&K
B31R
1947
161
1
Leyland TS11c
M&K
B31R
1947
162-163
2
Leyland TS11c
C&B
B31R
1941-42
1
Leyland TS11c
M&K
B31R
1943
364
46
201-215
15
Leyland TD5
C&B
H30/26R
1940
216-230
15
Leyland TD5
M&K
H30/26R
1940
231-240
10
Leyland TD5
Lawton
H30/26R
1940
241-242
2
Leyland TD5
C&B
H30/26R
1940
243-244
2
Leyland TD5
M&K
H30/26R
1940
1
Leyland TD5
Leyland
H30/26R
1940
245
45
Later Leyland buses used in Bourke St, and on the other two-man routes
316-345
30
Leyland OPS4
Comeng
B41D
1950-51
C&B
Cheetham & Borwick, Carlton, Victoria
Comeng
Granville, New South Wales
Lawton
Lawton, Seaton, South Australia
M&K
Martin & King, Malvern, Victoria
M&MTB
Melbourne & Metropolitan Tramways Board, Preston Workshops
Source: BCSV News Sheet April 1975

Sold
1953-57
1954-57
1953-57
1954
1953
1957
1953
1957
1953-55
1953-55
1953-55
1955
1953-54
1955

Not a Drop Ender but interesting nevertheless, this is an earlier Leyland TS8, no.105, with
Cheetham & Borwick B31F body, new 4/39 to Melbourne. It would appear to have an 8ft
wide body. Now, who can tell us more about the other Melbourne Leylands? – Ed.
(K. Butt, from Greg Travers Collection)
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Do you own a Leyland O.900 engine, a vehicle, machine or boat powered by
one of these engines? If the answer to that question is yes, the Society would like
to hear from you! From a historical perspective it would be interesting to establish
how many engines still survive, either running, under restoration, stored or even
broken awaiting parts! If you have an engine, please send us some details and we
will include a summary of responses in a future edition of Torque.
The Society has been approached by a preserved railway in the UK for help
as they are rebuilding an engine following a valve failure. Some new parts have
been located to repair their engine but the railway are seeking to establish if any
other spare parts are still available, together with the possibility of having some
critical spare parts remanufactured to keep existing engines running. If this might be
of interest to you, please contact the editor and with your permission, we will pass on
your contact details to the organisation concerned. Please note this initiative is not
a Leyland Society project as we do not have the resources to manufacture parts but
we are willing to assist by putting interested parties in touch with each other.

This Leyland O.900 railway engine is being rebuilt following a valve failure. If you know
of any other engines that still exist in any applications we would be interested to hear from
you. That is not the actual loco but it looks good in the background!
(Gary Dwyer)
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GREENALL WHITLEY & CO. LTD,

THE BREWERY,

ST. HELENS

25

When this photograph was taken, in July 1928, Greenall Whitley had just taken delivery of two new brewery lorries, Nos. 3 & 8, registered DJ 3704/05. They were long wheelbase (15ft 10in) four tonners,
being model GH6, the even number denoting a bevel driven back axle, and had chassis nos.13919/20. The little lorry on the right, No.7, DJ 2227, was the last Z Type 30cwt to be built by Leyland, a Z5 of
May 1925 with chassis no. 25151. On the left is a Leyland I Type, B 8564, registered around September 1919. The “I” was a long wheelbase version of the G, hence being numbered in the 10000 series as
chassis no.10024. It had an S5 36hp engine (no.E.7113) and was withdrawn on 30th December 1933.
(BCVMT L005183A)
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Thanks to Colin Brazier, Colin Bull, Maurice Doggett, Mike Fenton, Ken Jubb, Paul Lacey,
Harold Peers, Martin Perry, Mike Sutcliffe and Peter Tulloch.

Victoria Coaches, Leyland TD7, EO 7904 (Torque Nos.66-68)
These two photographs were taken in the Victoria Coaches yard and show
vehicles being carefully prepared (with an axe) for rebodying as coaches; one was
from the same batch of Barrow buses.

TD7, EO 7902 and TD5, RN 8621 being dismantled. (OS – DS Giles)

Davies, Stoke, Leyland Tiger, OEH 700 (Torque Nos.67 & 68)
Mike Fenton points out that the bodybuilder was not Hassel/Hassell but
Hassall’s (Stoke-on-Trent) Limited. One of its directors at incorporation in February
1943 was H Davies, thus linking operator and coachbuilder.
Colin Bull suggests
that the unusual feature on
the cab-side might have
been a streamlining device
but it looks to me as if it
would have increased the
drag rather than reducing
it. Here is a photograph
of it with its later Northern
Counties double-deck body,
which itself had unusual
(OS – Roy Marshall) features for the time.
Leyland Tiger, MUR 500 (Torque No.67 & 68)
Paul Lacey, Mike Fenton and Colin Bull all believe that the original registration
was RX 9709. However, there is still uncertainty about the rebuilt body. Mike is
happy that it was a rebuild of its original body. Paul gives additional information
about its history and says that the original body was Brush C28F. It was requisitioned
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during the war and
returned in very poor
condition. In the summer
of 1944 Markham’s
of Caversham Road,
Reading rebuilt the body
to B32R – returned TS4s
were being converted
for use as buses (as had
originally been planned
for 1939-40 had the war
TV Car No.255, RX 9709. (Paul Lacey collection)
not started), but it was the
only one done by that firm. It was substantially as per original, but lacked rainshields over the side windows and gained a CovRad radiator. It is seen here after
it was rebuilt by Markham’s. (Paul requests a mention in this centenary year of
Thames Valley that his revised website (www.paullaceytransportbooks.co.uk)
includes books covering the company’s history including its Leyland era)
In July1951 it was sold to Watling Street Motors. Paul doesn’t think that the
original body became the full-fronted coach and suggests it was probably a case of
another pre-war item being united with a different chassis, hence the new registration
number and I agree. Mike Sutcliffe tends to agree as the body on MUR 500 appears
to have little in common apart from the number of bays. The roof at cantrail height
is a different shape altogether.
Spanish Leyland, BI 16655 (Torque No.68)
Thanks to Mike Fenton for pointing out my lack of knowledge of Spanish
geography and the language! “SP” does not stand for Servicia Publica as I found on
the internet, but Servicio Publico. Servicio is a masculine noun and as such it should
end in “o” not “a”, as should its adjective. SP appears on many vehicles including
taxis, buses and trucks and this means that the vehicle is licensed to be used for
profit. Vitoria is not a bathroom supply shop but an important city in the Basque
region of Spain, this being disguised on the internet by the fact that its proper name
there is Vitoria-Gasteiz (or possibly Gasteiz-Vitoria). It all goes to show that you
should not believe everything (anything?) you read on the internet! (In my defence I
would like to point out that in my career as a physicist I have never needed to know
anything about Spain or its language and I have never been there!)
Peter Tullock points out that this Leyland has previously appeared in Torque
No.13, page 47 in a photo supplied by the Basque Bus Circle. There it is described
as “probably a Leyland LOPS3 chassis with a one and a half deck body used on the
route between Bilbao and Vitoria”. No indication is given as to the coachbuilder
and it has an exposed radiator. Peter believes that the photograph in Torque No.68
shows it after it had been rebodied though there is a remarkable similarity with much
of the lower deck in the two photographs, perhaps rather suggesting a major rebuild.
It still appears to be in the same ownership. Peter has another photograph, taken
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by Arthur Hustwitt, obviously taken on the same day as the photograph in the last
Torque. On the reverse is the following information: A Leyland operated by Autobuses
La Union S.A. of Bilbao, in regular service between Bilbao and Vitoria. Seating is for 45
passengers lower deck and 24 passengers upper deck. Bodywork is by Irizar of Ormaiztegui
(Guipuzcoa) and the bus is seen in Bilbao. It seems likely that Arthur Hustwitt took

both photographs and sold one to Leyland Motors, something he frequently did with
a number of manufacturers.
Colin Brazier tells us that the company who ran this bus was founded in 1924
and still exists today. Apparently the Bilbao City Council had other double deckers
with really low roofs to allow for standees downstairs but still keeping within Spanish
height regulations.
Singleton, Leyland, Leyland Lion LT5A, TJ 5048 (Torque No.68)
According to the Leyland sales register, Singleton placed an order on 6/12/33
(no.CMO 20008) for one LT5A, chassis only, which was delivered 7/4/34. The
photograph was taken by the LML photographer on 24/5/34, only 6½ weeks later.
The recently published (revised) PSV Circle Ribble history PC29 gives details on
page 217 of the fleet of Singleton of Leyland. TJ 5048 is given as Lion LT5A 3960
new 5/34 with Leyland B32R body. However, it then says lower down the page
that it was rebodied by Fowler B38R at an unknown date. Singleton’s service was
acquired jointly by Ribble and Fishwick in 8/35 and the still young vehicle, not
wanted by either firm, passed to Martindale of Ferryhill, County Durham in 4/36. It
seems absurd to think that a vehicle new in May 1934 had been rebodied by the time
it went to Martindale, just two years later. The consensus seems to be that, although
it seems unlikely, it had a Fowler body from new. Mike Sutcliffe has counted the
seats and can confirm that it was 38 from new. At that time, Leyland had only built
a few bodies on LT5As for Central SMT and they were probably quite interested in
seeing and photographing the Fowler body.
Morgan, Hereford, Leyland Tiger TS8, BDW 16 (Torque No.68)
Five responses to this
one, all agreeing that
it was new in September 1937 to Newport
Corporation as no.63
with a Weymann
B33D body, chassis no.14622. It was
withdrawn in 1945
and went via Praills,
Newport (dealer), to
W.E.Morgan, t/a Wye
Valley Motors of Hereford in 1946. They
(OS – DS Giles) ran it until 1956.
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Originally there was a large indicator next to the rear exit door, which was
immediately behind the rear wheel. This was removed and the door panelled over on
a post-war body overhaul. The accompanying photograph of BDW 924 shows one
of the 1938 batch of TS8s with similar Weymann bodies in service with Newport.
(Bedford CVJ 50, seen behind BDW 16, was a Roe bodied example, delivered to
Morgan in 1942 which saw service until March 1959).
Leyland Tiger TS8, DDG 900 (Torque No.68)
There was a good response for this one too. It was a TS8, chassis no.301147,
with a Leyland B32F body delivered to F.C.Cottrell of Micheldean in 7/39. It passed
to FOJ & RJ Bevan (t/a Bevan Brothers and later t/a Soudley Valley), Soudley, Glos.
after it was withdrawn by Cottrell in 6/53. It was withdrawn by Bevan in 2/60 and
ended up as a mobile shop owned by Hughes, Cardiff, last licensed 12/60.
The photograph was taken
in Cheltenham bus
station and from the
livery it would have
been with Bevan
Brothers at the time
of the photo. The
Leyland body was
one of two built
(the other on the
Tiger LS1 for Lincs
Road Car) and was
intended to be the
forerunner of a new
design which was
not developed because of the war.
These photographs
of it when new show
clearly what a very
attractive design it
was (not unlike a
Willowbrook). Harold Peers points
out the similarities
to the standard Leyland double-deck
body in the size and
shape of the windscreen.
(BCVMT L024011/13)
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Mystery Showman’s Vehicle, EOJ 877

(J Tennant)

Photographed in October 1966, this has what looks like a modified pre-war
radiator but is it really a Leyland? Was it originally a coach or a van - that could be
a very small destination indicator above the windscreen?

(Vintage Roadscene)

Lakeland Laundries, Leyland Tiger PS, ??X 570
Not many employers provide such attractive vehicles for their employees.
The bus is seen here waiting to return to Kendal after being serviced at Lakeland’s
workshop in Barrow. Was this a Tiger PS1 or 2 and who built the body?
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(OS – DS Giles)

Neath and Cardiff, WN 7126
There is more than a little something unusual about this bus. The front wheel
suggests Leyland but the nut guard looks more like AEC. Lurking behind the strange
radiator grill could be a Leyland radiator. The body gives the impression of having
been modified, so who can provide the details of this vehicle? There is a Leyland
connection but what is it?

Leyland Shed

(OS – DS Giles)

Now who would do such a thing to two lovely Leyland bodies? There is
not much to go on - they are in a field somewhere and that’s it. There was a similar
Leyland body used as a shed next to where my father lived and I can tell you all
about it, so there is some hope that someone can remember this one.
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Leyland Motors never had very much success with the introduction of 30
cwt models. They had had several attempts at introducing a lightweight model,
particularly at the request of their overseas branches so in the early to mid 1920s
they developed the model Z. Prior to this there had been two separate attempts at
making a one ton /30 cwt chassis, the model Q just before the First World War and an
experimental chassis in 1921, however, these will be the subject of another article.
Here I will cover the Z type as it is an appropriate follow-on from the recent articles
on the famous Leyland Eight luxury car, as the Z type was basically built round its
engine, a 4 cylinder version of the Leyland Eight overhead valve engine. With bore
and stroke of 3½in x 5½in, the capacity was 3965cc.
Following the experiments in the middle of 1921, which came to nothing, the
next report concerning a “new 30 cwt model” was in the minutes of the main Board
Meeting of 24th May 1922 when the MD reported “that progress had been made to
get out a new 30 cwt model”. This was at a time when the Leyland Eight car was
well under way though it was also at the height of the depression which started just
over a year earlier in late 1920. The market for
Chassis 25123, registered TD 562,
was a Z3 for Leyland Paint & Varnish medium and larger sized lorries had slumped
Co, Leyland, delivered in February badly following the release of an enormous
1925 and seen here 20 months later number of War Office surplus lorries which
decked up for some unknown event.
swamped the market and this depression
(BCVMT L003981)
lasted for approximately four years. In the
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meantime Ford were aggressively marketing their model T and this sold in massive
numbers – one has only to study vehicle registration records to see how successful
the model T was in the immediate post war years through to the early 1920s.
It was in this climate, probably desperately trying to build production volumes,
that Leyland developed their over-engineered model Z 30 cwt chassis. It was aimed
mainly at the market for small buses carrying 20 passengers and goods vehicles
rated at 30 cwt carrying capacity. The next record from the main Board Minutes
comes on 10th November 1922 when the MD reported “light type machines – an
enquiry for engines of 11hp and 15hp had been received and that designs for these
had been prepared. It was decided to proceed with the manufacture and test of an
experimental engine”. Nothing more seems to have been said about this and it can
only be assumed that the project came to nothing.
The first real clue as to what was happening can be found in the magnificent
photographic archive kept by Leyland Motors when, on the 6th February 1923, a four
cylinder engine was photographed. This could only be described as “half of a Leyland
Eight engine”. Clearly these were
new castings with a monoblock of
4 cylinders and a new crank case
and sump but the overall design
was clearly taken from the Leyland
Eight, having overhead valves and
the complicated overhead camshaft
arrangement with its leaf return
springs.
By August 1923, when the
engine was photographed again,
there had been a number of design
changes including a lighter weight
fly wheel and the first complete
vehicle emerged in that month.
A new chassis number series,
starting at 25001 had begun for
the Z series, but the first complete
vehicle produced was chassis
25016, a model Z3 for E Hulton
and Co (Evening Chronicle),
London and Manchester. Just
why this chassis emerged before
the others is not known but the
same firm took delivery of chassis The Leyland Eight engine of September 1921
25001-07 in the following three compared with the first attempt at producing the
months, September to November four cylinder engine for the Z type, photographed on
6th February 1923.
(BCVMT L001337/1950)
1923, all model Z3.
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The first batch of vehicles were rather sporty looking little Z3s for Hulton & Co, with
chassis 25001-07/16.
(BCVMT L002295)

One of the first Z 30 cwt chassis showing its original type
of radiator and looking a very sturdy machine.
(BCVMT L002278)

Judging from the towing hooks this is a 30 cwt chassis on
test for the War Office on 19th September 1923.
(BCVMT L002318B)
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On their way to the Commercial Motor Show in November 1923 are two Z types: a sturdy
looking Brewers lorry, 25032 and a Z5 for Hardy Central Garage (Minehead & District),
followed by a White Rose Leyland SG7.
(BCVMT L002447)

Leyland Data Sheets
The first mention of the new 30 cwt group of models came in Data Sheet No.
9 dated 1st November 1923 when three models were listed. As printed the Data Sheet
refers to these as the Z4, Z5 and Z6, with no reference to what the models Z1 to Z3 may
have been, however, the Data Sheets were immediate altered in ink to show models
Z3, Z5 and Z7. This was
slightly more logical than
the previous descriptions
as the odd numbers were
usually used for chassis
with a worm driven rear
axle (as the G3, G5 and
G7 passenger 4 ton range,
compared with the G2, G4
and G6 bevel driven goods
models). The Z3, Z5 and
Z7 had wheelbase lengths
of 10ft 6in, 12ft 6in and A very early production lorry, still with the first type of
13ft 6in with overall radiator and with its standard design of Leyland cab, also
chassis lengths from 16ft Dunlop Cord beaded edged tyres.
(BCVMT L002357)
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10in to 18ft 7in, and with
chassis prices ranging
from £560 to £575. All
had the four cylinder petrol
engine rated at 19hp (the
Leyland Eight was 40hp)
and had pneumatic tyred
disc wheels all round,
fitted with 36 x 6 tyres,
with single wheels at the
back. Just a few lorries
were fitted with solids.
Barnsley and District took a large batch of Leyland Z7 chassis
The model Z3 was
with Ransomes, Sims and Jeffries bodies being the last of the
clearly
aimed at the 30 cwt
Z types delivered.
(RS&J)
goods market although it
was also suitable for the fitting of a 14 seater “deluxe motor-coach” body, whereas
the Z5 was generally the chassis fitted with a 20 seater bus body. Initially there
were only a very few Z7s built, suitable for a Leyland 18 seater “deluxe motorcoach” body, although near the end of production there was a batch of 20 Z7s built
for Barnsley & District Electric Traction Co, with 20 seater bus bodies built by
Ransomes, Sims & Jeffries. By this time a third sanction of 50 chassis had been
approved, with the last chassis number being 25151 (presumably there was also 1
experimental chassis at the beginning). The last chassis supplied was in July 1925
being the last three of the Barnsley & District order.

Records from the General Manager’s Reports
Mr AA Liardet joined Leyland Motors in 1923 having been recommended
by Leyland’s bankers. Leyland Motors were going through a very difficult financial
period following over investment in the Kingston Factory and the purchase of
the second hand RAF
types for reconditioning,
together with the slump in
commercial vehicles sales.
The Management’s position
was made even worse
following the introduction
of the first “pirate” bus on
the streets of London – the
Chocolate Express Dodson
bodied Leyland LB in
August 1922.
Almost
immediately
that
this
bus
Parkinson’s of Burnley took delivery of a Z3 in December
had
entered
service,
other
1923 and came back for another box van in June 1924 – he
must have been a happy customer!
(BCVMT L002735) “pirate” bus firms sprang
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up, one being the City
Motor Omnibus Co. Ltd
which was registered on
13th January 1923. This
company was started
by William Frederick
Mallender,
Leyland’s
London Manager at 47
New Kent Road, SE1,
and Walter Crook who
was the Manager of Ham
Works, Kingston. Both
of these men resigned
from Leyland Motors 25083 was a Z5 new to Bullock, Featherstone with a Leyland
with effect of 31st January “Devon” body. It was sold to Blue Progressive, Scunthorpe.
1923 leaving the London
(0S-RM C9668)
area without any top management, a very serious situation.
Liardet was then brought in on a consultancy basis initially, to review the
management situation at Kingston and particularly with regard to the production
of Trojans. This was on a part time basis but by November he had been appointed
General Manager to the Company and, from December onwards, he attended all
Board Meetings. The General Manager’s monthly reports then came into being as
from January 1924 and, fortunately for historians like ourselves, these reports still
exist. They give an enormously detailed history of the internal workings of Leyland
Motors. (The originals of these are at the British Commercial Vehicle Museum, but the
Leyland Society has copies of the reports and any member is welcome to research these by
prior arrangement with the Editor. They are an amazing and very interesting record.)

The January 1924 GMR states that the Chorley factory was currently making 10
sets of parts for the engine for the 30 cwt chassis and the first 10 should be assembled
at HQ (this would be North Works) to hasten delivery – (this appears to be rather odd
as we have records of at least 13 Z types being delivered between August and December
1923, so possibly there had been a previous initial batch prior to the GMR’s starting).

The February 1924 GMR mentions good progress on the engine although it is
“not up to promises – the first two engines have been completed and 15 to 20 more are
to be produced by Chorley in March 1924” (in addition to the 10 sets transferred to
HQ for assembly). By April Chorley were reporting that production of engines was
below forecast due to “engine problems holding up production” followed by severe
delays caused by modifications to the engine. In June there appeared to be so many
troubles with the chassis that the whole work was suspended so that modifications
could be carried out on one vehicle; subject to that proving satisfactory, they were
to be embodied in all subsequent vehicles. No further vehicles were then produced
until October and this can clearly be seen in the sales records for vehicles delivered;
in fact, the August report for Chorley factory stated that “this branch is not at all
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25013 was a Z5 a Motor Hearse-bus for Robinson Bros., Scarborough with special Leyland
built body.
(BCVMT L002449/50)

busy”. At the time bus operators, particularly Crosville, were pushing hard for
a low-loading line bus and a newly designed overhead valve engine was already
being designed for what was to become the Leyland Lion and Leveret. By October
1924 the “new 3¾in x 5½in overhead valve engine for the 30/40 cwt chassis was
under test, the result being very satisfactory. At 1200rpm it developed 39bhp and
at 1500rpm it was 46bhp”. This was a smaller version of the Lion engine with the
bore reduced by ½ in and intended originally for the LC1 Lioness, the LA1 goods
model (now uprated to 2 ton) and the LA2 20 seater Leveret – these new models
were developed through into the earlier part of 1925 to be announced at the Olympia
Commercial Motor Show in October 1925. By that time the model Z 30 cwt was
history and probably best forgotten!
The model Z was listed in Data Sheets 9 to 12 inclusive, dating from 1st
November 1923 to 1st January 1925, after which it was dropped with no mention in
the July 1925 Data Sheet. There was no direct replacement with the smallest model
in the Leyland range reverting to the model A1 2 tonner. Mechanically the main
problem with the Z was its over complicated 4 cylinder engine which was very prone
to mis-firing due to the
sparking plugs becoming
oiled up. Whether Parry
Thomas had experienced
this problem we will never
know but he modified the
Leyland Eight engine to
such an extent that, in its
racing form, there was
probably no comparison.
Leyland Motors tried all
sorts of solutions, including
methods of reducing the
A close-up showing the complicated overhead valves of the Z oil fed to the pistons and
type engine.
(BCVMT L002420) the gudgeon pins and,
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although this may have
worked to some extent
the model was fraught
with other mechanical
problems.
Apart from E
Hulton & Co. (Evening
Chronicle), Barnsley and
District were by far the
largest customer with
their 20 Z7s delivered
between March and
July 1925 (chassis nos.
25130-49). They spent This little 3-way tipper was supplied to CPA in April 1924,
a good deal of their time although it is unidentified, unusually it has solid tyred
wheels.
(BCVMT L002609)
being returned to Leyland
Service Depots for mechanical attention and by 1929 the Barnsley company, now
called Yorkshire Traction Co, were no doubt only too pleased to have the opportunity
of selling seven of them to the Thames Valley Traction Co. Thames Valley gave
these buses the unofficial title of the Leyland “Pup” Z7 but this name does not appear
to feature in any of the Leyland records and publications. It soon became clear to
TV that these buses were a mechanical nightmare, they saw little service and were
disposed of in just over two years.

Chassis Records
As mentioned earlier the model Zs started a new series at 25001, running
up to 25151. Of these, sales records giving customers’ names, models and dates
supplied remain for 114 of these with gaps for the remaining 37, mainly in the early
1924 period. Nearly all
the goods models were
Z3 although a few Z5 and
Z7s crept in and there was
one fire engine, chassis
25044, supplied as a
“light type fire engine”
to Hyde Corporation in
May 1924. There are
only 2 recorded as having
Leyland built “motorcoach” bodies, a 14 seater
Z5 (25017) for SB Hogg,
Sheffield and an 18 seater
Hyde Fire Brigade took delivery of this Z special equipped as
Z7 (25076) for Hill’s a Fire Engine in May 1924, it had chassis no. 25044.
Garage, Bispham.
(BCVMT L002659)
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McDougalls of Oban had this Leyland bodied 13 seater
“Motor-Coach” in May 1924, very few of these were
built.
(BCVMT L002667)

The B20F “Devon” body on the Hardy Central Garage
Z5 Show model is possibly the same bus as YA 7525 in
the lower photo, after becoming National 2456.
(BCVMT L002444 & Mike Sutcliffe collection)
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Most of the saloon bus
bodies were 20 seater, one-man
operated buses, the first being a
Z5 (25032) for Hardy Central
Garage which became known
as the “Devon” design of body,
named after the first customer
in the usual Leyland practice.
There were a few "Wrexham"
type bodies and "Chester" rear
entrance types, presumably
after the first of these types
were supplied to Crosville'.
Both these two 20 seater bus
bodies could also be found on
Leyland A9 chassis which had
the same 12ft 6in wheel base as
the Z5.
Apart from its mechanical
inadequacies, the model Z
30 cwt chassis was grossly
over engineered for this size
of vehicle and overpriced. It
is quite incredible that they
managed to sell as many as 151
of these vehicles, although this
was no doubt on the back of the
reputation of Leyland for well
engineered chassis’s that would
give a long life. They couldn’t
possibly compete however
with the significantly cheaper
American models like the Reo
Speed Wagon and major models
and the Chevrolet, although the
Chev. was lighter aimed mainly
at the 14 seater market unless
extended. For a more “upmarket” chassis the Denis 30
cwt was much more successful
though it looked more like a
lightweight when compared to
the Leyland Z type!
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The Midland Motor Bus Co., Kimberley operated 2 of these Leyland Z5’s (25110/21 both
with Leyland “Chester” bodies).
(Roger Warwick collection)

A late replacement for the Z type
After a gap of about 6 months the replacement for the Z type was the model
LA1 2 ton goods model (for a short period given the title GLA1), with the passenger
range 20 seater being the Leveret LA2 (again for the short period described as PLA2,
the P being for Passenger, although this was very soon dropped). These 2 models
had wheelbase length of 10ft 9in and 12ft 9in respectively with the then new overhead valve 4 cylinder engine and, although the Lion and Lioness became very successful models the Leveret
was even less successful
than the Z type with only
67 examples being made.
This was probably a much
more successful vehicle
mechanically but as usual,
the chassis was over engineered and heavy compared with its rivals and again
probably significantly over
priced at £600 / £700 for
The model that ultimately replaced the Z type was the Leyland
the 2 models, hardly a suc- Leveret LA2. Here is chassis 40031with Baxter Blantyre.
cess story!
(Roger Warwick collection)
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The Thames Valley Leyland “Pups” – Some extracts from
the company records by Paul Lacey
The General Manager of the Thames Valley Traction Co. Ltd, Mr T Graham
Homer, in his end of year reports commented on the small cars purchased for sparsely
populated routes, as follows:
End of year report December 1929 – “I regret to report that the 7 Leyland Z.5 cars
(Z7 according to LML) purchased second hand from the Barnsley Company have been
unsatisfactory. The cars have given considerable trouble mechanically, involving us
in expense out of all proportion with the value of the cars. They have proved to
be uneconomical in regard to petrol and oil consumption and owing to regrettable
breakdowns and the difficulty in obtaining spare parts, the cars, although urgently
needed, have not worked on 620 out of 1927 days, which means that approximately 30%
of their time they have
been idle. These vehicles
are not designed for public
work and being 4 years
old should be replaced
at the earliest possible
date. So far as the type
is concerned the small
20-seater cars proved
to be of real service in
developing weak routes,
and I consider a small
HE 2323 was one of the Leyland “Pup” Z7s sold from Barnsley number of such cars
to the Thames Valley Traction Co, but they were not a success. should be retained for
(Mike Sutcliffe collection)
this purpose.
End of year report December 1930 – The small cars obtained from the Yorkshire
Traction Co. proved entirely unsuitable and not only have they involved us in
considerable expense in maintenance, but they damaged our reputation in the districts
in which they were used. In consequence the results on the services inaugurated
have proved most disappointing, and some have had to be abandoned. We have
arranged to sell these cars and we shall in consequence be involved in a book loss of
£196, the best of the services having to be maintained by larger cars with a two-man
crew, not as was the intention.
Notes – The offending buses were Leyland ‘Pup’ Z-types with Ransomes, Sims &
Jeffries B20F bodies to BET Federation design, new in June/July 1925 and acquired
in May 1929, disposed of in May to November 1931. They ran as TV Cars 192-8
(HE 2323/5/6/7/31/36/39). All the chassis were sold to a London dealer, whilst the
bodies went to Mr. Peto, a chicken farmer at Canon Court Farm, Furze Platt near
Maidenhead, to add to his large collection of older former TV bodies! (What lucky
chickens! – Ed.)
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LIONESS LC1, KW 6025 – from Alan Pritchard
Whilst looking for
something else I’ve found
some images taken by me
when we collected KW
6025 and these are attached,
location unknown. The
chap without a hat is John
Cook, on the extreme right
is, I believe, Peter Stanier
whilst the third one has to
The Southdown Tiger with three of the rescue force
be either Colin Shears or
(note the destination - BORSTAL!)
Alan Thomas but I suspect the former.
In the last two issues of Torque there have been items on this vehicle; well,
I can add a bit more! At the time of its collection from Bradford in 1959/60, I was
living in Croydon and was invited along by John Cook to join Colin Shears, Peter
Stanier, Alan Thomas and John himself. We set off on a Friday evening in a Tiger,
DUF 179, the ex Southdown 1937 TS7/Harrington C32R. Colin and Peter did all the
driving and we had a good trip to Thornbury Works in Bradford where we coupled
up to the Lioness ready for the journey south. One snag was that, with the track rod
running across in front of the axle beam, the tow-bar clamp had to be fastened to the
front cross member instead. This unfortunately led to it becoming a little out of shape
by the end of the journey!
By arrangement on
the way back we called in
at the premises of the then
embryo Lincoln Vintage
Vehicle Society and were
made very welcome, I
seem to recall staying in
Lincoln overnight but can’t
remember where. Most
of the way back I rode
‘shotgun’ on the Lioness
standing up to give hand
signals as the rather high
It was a good job that it wasn’t raining!
cab sides made this difficult for John Cook to do whilst coping with the somewhat
heavy steering. We went straight through the centre of London and twice round the
Victoria monument with me doffing a white pith helmet at the tourists; you had to
be mad to be in preservation in those days! Luckily there were no police around as
buses and coaches weren’t allowed in front of Buckingham Palace.
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One of the
pictures
shows
the Lioness with
its float body
carrying
the
replica of Sir
Francis Drake’s
galleon ‘Golden
Hind’. The galleon
was
retained
by
Bradford
Corporation but
whether it ever
saw further use
The Lioness in all its “glory” It certainly has carried some strange I don’t know. I
bodies!
(A Pritchard collection) believe that, when
on the Lioness, it
rocked to and fro, but how this was achieved I don’t know - maybe it was by a small
donkey engine.

Leyland Eight, TB 7627 – from John Thompson
The Australian Titans in Torque No.68 were especially interesting, however,
what interested me most was the account of the Leyland Eight in the hands of Captain
Morgan “who took it to ‘South Africa’, had a gun and searchlight mounted on the
car and used it for big game hunting at Happy Valley, Kenya!” Now, I used to live
in Kenya and know the Happy Valley area (a rift valley) quite well; it happens to
be over 2000 miles from South Africa, so how did the car get from South Africa to
Kenya? In the 1920s the roads between South Africa and Kenya would be nothing
more than dirt tracks and river beds, and very, very few petrol stations! So, did
Captain Morgan (with his Lady Friend!) drive up there?
Now that would make an interesting story!

Leyland Eight, TB 7627 – from Cyril McIntyre
The story of the Leyland Eight car which came to Ireland continues to
fascinate me! The photo of the car with Parry Thomas (Torque No.67, page 34) is
dated 1st November 1921, so it could only have gone to Ireland after that date. The
Irish War of Independence effectively ended on 11th July 1921 when a truce was
declared; this was followed by negotiations which resulted in the signing of the
Anglo-Irish Treaty on 6th December 1921 and the establishment of the Irish Free
State.
It does seem strange that, at a time when the withdrawal of British forces
from Ireland was an imminent prospect, General MacReady took delivery of such
a ‘top of the range’ personal staff car, and even stranger that it was included among
the vehicles handed over by the departing British forces to the newly-established
National Army of the Irish Free State. It is still unclear why it was returned to Leyland
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Motors after the ambush at Béal na Bláth in County Cork in which Michael Collins
was killed on 22nd August 1922. Presumably Leyland Motors re-purchased it from
the Irish military authorities? One feels that there is still some more information on
this car waiting somewhere to be unearthed! (You are right Cyril, there must be more
to the Leyland Eight story! Was it on loan/demonstration from Leyland? We’ve recently
watched a DVD of a 1996 film called “Michael Collins” with Liam Neeson playing the part
and thought it was excellent. The “Leyland Eight” was played by a Lanchester 40hp, a
very appropriate substitute and a light colour at that! There were also a couple of Crossley
20/25hp Light Tenders and an armoured Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - or at least vehicles
made up to look like those – Ed.)

Further comments from Cyril – The Crossley Tender was widely used by
the British forces during the War of Independence, as were Rolls-Royce armoured
cars. The standard reference book on Irish Army vehicles is Irish Army vehicles Transport & Armour Since 1922, by Karl Martin, published in 2002. In it he lists
vehicles supplied by the British Army to the National Army of the IFS between April
1922 and August 1923; most of these would have been from the fleet on hand at the
time of the Treaty, while some may have been shipped from Britain subsequently.
The summary list includes 454 Crossley Tenders and 13 Rolls-Royce armoured
cars; also mentioned are 4 Leyland Workshops and 2 Leyland trailers. The Leyland
Touring Car is not mentioned specifically, but one entry quotes ‘49 Heavy Touring
Cars’ - of which presumably the Leyland was one.

Here is a picture of the Curragh Camp machine. (BCVMT LB1672)
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The Rolls-Royce armoured cars remained in Irish Army service until
September 1944, although officially regarded as only for training purposes and
reserve vehicles since 1937. In 1954, 12 of the cars were stripped of their armour
and sold; the 13th car, which had been part of the Michael Collins convoy at Béal
na Bláth, was retained because of its historical significance and restored for display
at the Curragh Camp Military Museum. One of the 12 cars sold was rebuilt by a
collector in Britain and is believed to still survive.
The Collins film is good, if a bit simplistic in its treatment of historical facts,
and there is some ‘artistic licence’ evident - for example, there is a car bomb sequence
which is completely unauthentic. Car bombs as such did not exist at that time - the
favoured IRA method was to plant a land mine under the road surface, easily done
on unmetalled roads, and detonate it remotely by a command wire as the leading
vehicle of a military/police convoy passed over it. But the film does give a good
flavour of the career of Collins, and of the ferocity of the Civil War which resulted
when many of the IRA members rejected the democratic decision of Dáil Éireann to
accept the Treaty which established the Irish Free State.
(Thanks for this Cyril. Now, as you mentioned Curragh Camp, that reminds me of a Leyland
fire engine supplied to the War Office for use in Curragh Camp, Co.Kildare, and we could
do with some more details of it. It was a FE.U4.V4 with U4.55hp engine supplied in the
summer of either 1914 or 1915. It had a Braidwood body and was a Pump Escape with Ajax
ladders. It had a short wheelbase, Rees-Roturbo pump and was described as a “Balloon
Fire Engine” (for aircraft?) What was the registration number and what happened to
it?- Ed.)

Leyland-Thomas No.2 – from David Haywood
On page 40 of Torque No.66 was a picture of what we thought was Howey’s
car, Leyland-Thomas No.2, on trade plates competing in the Kop Hill hill climb. By
an amazing co-incidence, two medals were recently sold at the Richard Edmonds sale
at Toddington. They were issued in 1924 by the Essex Motor Club who organised the
event, one to Parry Thomas and one to Capt. Howey – so why two medals apparently
for the same event? Possibly they took Howey’s car, on trade plates as the hill is a
public road, and entered the car jointly, hence winning a medal each?
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SALES & WANTS
Leyland Royal Tiger PSU1/15, MTD 235 - This famous and magnificent
Leyland coach-bodied Royal Tiger started life as a demonstrator for Leyland
Motors, being shown at Earls Court in 1950. It was sold to Simpson (Pennine Motor
Services), Gargrave in 1952 and later kept for preservation following the closure of
Pennine earlier this year. It is now available for sale and restoration – please contact
Geoff Kelland, at blairdrummondhouse@btinternet.com who can put you in touch
with the owner.

COVER PICTURES
Front Cover
In 1949/50 Birmingham City Transport took delivery of fifty Leyland Titan
PD2/1s with attractive Park Royal bodies, numbered 2181-2230 in their fleet. Here
is the penultimate bus, 2229, JOJ 229 (chassis no.492332, line no.1543).
Birmingham was one of the few vehicle operators that took the whole 999 of a
registration series (JOJ) for their fleet, used over a period of three years, achieved
due to the high numbers of vehicle deliveries in the post-war catch up with fleet (and
tram) replacement. (Leyland Society Archive)

Back Cover
This is one of a pair of Leyland Beaver TSC9s purchased new by Springfield
Carriers Ltd, Salford, in August 1935. ATC 394 (their no.16) and ATC 395 had
flat bodies and chassis nos.7875 and 7876 respectively. It was photographed near
Leyland with an unusually wide load in February 1938. (BCVMT L021211)
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A PAIR OF ATTRACTIVE EAST LANCS BODIES FOR EXPORT

This picture was taken at Preston Docks on 2nd October 1947, showing two out
of a batch of five OPD1A Titans bound for Madrid. Leyland Motors passed the
body order to East Lancs as Leyland preferred to build standard bodies only due to
pressures on production at the time.
(BCVMT L033565)
Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the
Society, its officers or the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his
attention any errors. Every effort is made to give due credit for all photographs and material
used. Should there be any unintended breach of copyright, then the Editor must be informed
to enable acknowledgement to be made. Under the Data Protection Act 1984, the Society
gives notice that membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and Leyland Torque
dispatch information are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information is
not divulged to any outside agency or individual.
This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe, with proof reading
by John Bennett, Gordon Brooke and Michael Crooks. It was printed by AB Print Group, Leeds.
Distribution by RnB Mailing, Leeds. Items for inclusion in the Winter 2015 issue should be
sent to the Editor by 20th October 2015, please.
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SOCIETY SALES
Leyland Fleet Series
Books recording the operators and fleets of important Leyland customers
• Wigan Corporation
£7.95
• Southport Corporation
£7.95
• Leigh Corporation
£8.95
• Leyland Fire Engines 1930-1942
£8.95
• Buses of Burnley, Colne & Nelson
£8.95
• Plymouth City Corporation
£8.95
• The History of Halton Borough Transport £8.95
• Ribble Double Deck Coaches
£8.95
• Edinburgh Corporation & Lothian
£9.95
• The Leyland Lion (Origins to 1929)
£14.95
Prices including P&P

Leyland Torque and Journal
All back numbers of Torque and Journal are
available
• £6.00 for Torque
• £8.00 for Journal
(With special deals for larger quantities)
Binders are also available which hold 8 issues
• £8.00 for Torque
• £9.00 for Journal
Prices inc P&P

Society Clothing
Placket Sweatshirt
Available in Navy Blue, and Burgundy
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL
£25.84 inc P&P
Polo Shirts, Body Warmers and High Visibility
Waistcoasts are also available, more details
can be obtained at www.leylandsociety.co.uk

Baseball Cap £11.99
inc P&P

Rally Mementos
Available for most Leyland Gatherings see website
or brochure for other Badges available.
The Badges shown here are from the most
recent Rallies.
Price £7.00 each including P&P

See our website for special offers - www.leylandsociety.co.uk
Please send your order to the address below
All prices include P&P for UK orders only
Payments should be made to “The Leyland Society”
The Leyland Society, 2 Severn View, Cinderford, Glos, GL14 2XE
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www.leylandsociety.co.uk
Registered Charity No. 1137856
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